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(+1)2543401700 - https://wacooltacos.com/

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Wacool Tacos Tamales from Waco. Currently, there are 17
meals and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What turbotrevor likes about Wacool Tacos Tamales:
These are tasty fresh made tacos with a whole variety of options. I really enjoy the birria. It's inside Union Hall

and parking can be difficult, but it's one of the best options on site. read more. The restaurant and its rooms are
wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, and there is free WiFi. If the

weather are right, you can also eat outside. What Es Vas doesn't like about Wacool Tacos Tamales:
If you’re looking for authentic Mexican food; this is not it. ? Texmex. Definitely not the best flavors at all the

quesabirria are made with prepackaged meat and you can tell the consomé is all water an chilly powder. read
more. Look forward to the diverse, delicious Mexican cuisine, traditionally prepared with corn, beans and

chilies (hot peppers), The meals of this establishment can also be enjoyed at home or at the party thanks to a
catering service.
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Sandwiche�
THE VEGGIE
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FISH TACOS

M�ica�
TACOS

Especialidade� (Specialtie�)
TAMALES

Bul� Mea� B� �� Poun�
BRISKET
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TACO

CHILI CON CARNE
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CHEESE
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SHRIMP

CHICKEN

CHILI
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PORK MEAT
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